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Preface
Model-based approaches to software development require languages and
tools to support the creation and analysis, consistency management, reﬁne-
ment, and implementation of models. In order to provide such support in a
variety of contexts, eﬃcient ways of designing languages have to be found,
accepting that languages are evolving and that tools need to be delivered in
a timely fashion. Thus, an engineering approach is required which allows for
the generation of such languages and tools from high-level speciﬁcations.
The primary objective of the SegraVis network, a European Research
Training Network on Syntactic and Semantic Integration of Visual Modelling
Techniques consists in developing meta-level solutions for the deﬁnition, inte-
gration, and implementation of visual modelling techniques, providing for
M1: syntax and well-formedness;
M2: static and dynamic semantics;
M3: analysis and veriﬁcation;
M4: modularity, reﬁnement, and transformation.
These proceedings provide a selection of the contributions to the School.
Supplementary materials, including copies of the presentations, exercises, and
solutions, can be found at http://www.segravis.org/school.
Organisation and Programme
The School hosting about 55 participants and 14 lecturers has been held in the
week of 3 – 7 May 2004 at the International Conference and Research Centre
for Computer Science at Schloss Dagstuhl, Germany.
Beside tutorial-like introductions to fundamental techniques of model en-
gineering and examples of applications to speciﬁc languages and problem do-
mains, the School oﬀered the opportunity for practical experience in applying
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techniques and tools in sample projects. Altogether, four diﬀerent kinds of
lectures were oﬀered.
Introductory Lectures: A keynote by Jean Be´ziv´ın and an opening address
by Gregor Engels helped to set up the problem, organise the solution domain
according to the meta-level objectives into categories M1 - M4, and give some
background on the SegraVis project as a whole. A mini tutorial on graph
transformation by Reiko Heckel provided the technical background required
by the following lectures.
Meta-level Tutorials: Here attendees were introduced to the meta-level so-
lutions for deﬁning and implementing visual modelling techniques, providing
a systematic discussion of problems and requirements and a survey of known
solutions. To broaden the view, each topic was covered by two speakers, respec-
tively presenting a “classical” point of view as well as solutions more speciﬁc
to the approach of the network, i.e.
M1: Uwe Kastens and Mark Minas on Syntax and Well-Formedness
M2: Peter Mosses and Hans-Jo¨rg Kreowski on Operational and Denotational
Semantics
M3: Mauro Pezze´, Luciano Baresi, and Reiko Heckel on Model-based Testing
and Analysis
M4: Andy Schu¨rr and Martin Große-Rhode on Integration, Reﬁnement, and
Transformation
Exercises have been oﬀered on a daily basis, following the topics of the
tutorials. Under the guidance of lecturers, attendees could choose among dif-
ferent techniques and tools to solve the respective problems. A running exam-
ple, prepared by Gabi Taentzer and Reiko Heckel, has been used throughout.
Solutions have been discussed in more detail at the Workshop on Graph-based
Tools at the International Conference on Graph Transformation (ICGT ’04)
in Rome, in September 2004.
Tool Presentations have covered tools and meta tools for visual modelling
techniques provided by lecturers and attendees. A corresponding survey has
been given on the ﬁrst day by Gabi Taentzer.
As Scientiﬁc Highlights : Invited speakers of the community have oﬀered
high-level scientiﬁc talks on interesting applications of visual modeling tech-
niques and graph transformation to important and solid research areas in
computer science, i.e.
• Andra´s Pataricza on Modelling and Transformations: An Engineering View
• Hartmut Ehrig on Transformation of Petri Nets
• Francesco Parisi-Presicce on Speciﬁcation and Analysis of Security Policies
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